Leica iCON grade iGx2
Intelligent grading system

iCON grade iGx2
Provides automatic control of both slope and elevation. When using 2 masts and laser sensors you can work independent of slope direction.

- Maximise your machine utilisation and return on investment
- PowerSnap for easy exchange of panels and removal of key components for overnight security
- Easy to operate and upgrade
- Robust, fully waterproof system – designed for harsh construction environments

2D System Configurations

- Laser & Slope Control
- Dual Laser Control
- PowerMast Laser Control
- Sonic Tracer System
- Single PowerMast System
- Sonic Tracer & PowerMast Laser Control System
- Dual PowerMast System

-grade keys

Crisp, intuitive graphics show the blade’s actual position relative to desired grade and slope

Quick and easy setup for operator preferences
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